02-13-2020  7:00 PM

- Attendance - Val, Dinna, Tessa, Jamie

- Reviewed & Approved Jan 9, 2020 minutes with typo amendments

- Val to attempt to meet with town web master Mike Chasson concerning descriptions to our videos. We would like to get these on the town web page.

- Participation at the transfer has declined 10% 1346 (2019)  1459 (2018) A difference of 113 stickers sold. Can we reverse the trend.

- Survey @ town meeting to send info for transfer station usage. (Survey started to take form). Tessa to ask Mike Bouchard.

- Discussed idea of give away produce bags for xfer station

meeting adjourned @ 8:25

Contact Mike Chasson for adding info to our website.
Organize somehow?

- Are you aware that Groton has a Transfer Station?
- Do you use our Groton Transfer station?
- "Know what its purpose is?"
- Do you use curbside pickup?
- Why don't you use the Transfer Sta.?
- Cost-Bags
- Prices
- Drop-offs